Environmental Awareness

Impact Series
Resource Guide
A guide to Impact Series events and the
topic of environmental awareness

About this Guide
The Impact Series is focused on Environmental Awareness during this
block. We hope the event details and resources in this guide are helpful!
Schedule (all events are from 10:30am-12:30pm):
Friday,
August 26

Impact Cinema
Movie: Tomorrow (2015)

DeHornele
Lecture Hall

Friday,
September 2

Real Talk
Current Event Discussion; MEI Guest Speaker

Henke

Friday,
September 9

Impact Book Club
Book: No Impact Man
Stop and Serve
Service Project

Henke

Key Links
Environmental Awareness, Equity, & Justice
A list of resources from the National Institutes of Health. "The
devastating impacts experienced [by Black, indigenous, and lowincome communities] from environmental stressors are further
exacerbated by exploitative zoning practices that stem from decades
of systemic racism, creating segregated neighborhoods."

North American Association of Environmental Education:
Equitable and Inclusive EE
"We’ve created this module to help the field of environmental education
promote principles that build a more diverse, equitable, and inclusive
movement and focus on promoting all three tiers of sustainability:
ecological integrity, economic prosperity, and social equity."

Guest Speaker: Marine Education Initiative
Lynn Library: Environmental Justice
An overview of the topic from the Gale Global Issues database through
the Lynn Library.

Lynn Library: Impact Series LibGuide
Librarian-curated resources on environmental awareness and
sustainability.

Impact Cinema
Trailer: Tomorrow (2015)
TODAY, we need a new direction,
objective... A new dream! Over the
course of a century, our dream of
progress commonly called “the
American Dream”, fundamentally
changed the way we live and continues
to inspire many developing countries.
TOMORROW is not just a film, it is the
beginning of a movement seeking to
encourage local communities around
the world to change the way they live for
the sake of our planet.
Description from https://www.tomorrow-documentary.com/

Additional Resources:
1. Tomorrow is also a book, available on Amazon
2. Study Guide to Tomorrow

Real Talk
Join us for a Real Talk discussion of the film and the current events article.

Click on the image for a link to a video

Click on the image for a link to the
current events article

Guest speaker Laura Cassetty, Aquaponics Director at Marine Education
Initiative, is a native Floridian and huge nerd about water quality. She has
spent the past decade studying and working in both salt and freshwater
environments. MEI drew her in with its dual mission of helping the
environment as well as its local community. Laura has been working with
MEI for over a year now and has big plans for the near future. Her role as
Aquaponics Director consists of running the aquaponics farm,
coordinating volunteers and tour groups, and designing the educational
curriculum for MEI's visitors.

Impact Book
Club
What does it really take to live ecoeffectively? For one year, Colin Beavan swore
off plastic and toxins, turned off his
electricity, went organic, became a bicycle
nut, and tried to save the planet from
environmental catastrophe while dragging his
young daughter and his Prada-wearing wife
along for the ride. Together they attempted
to make zero impact on the environment
while living right in the heart of Manhattan,
and this is the sensational, funny, and
consciousness-raising story of how they did
it. With No Impact Man, Beavan found that
no-impact living is worthwhile--and richer,
fuller, and more satisfying in the bargain.
Click on the image for a link to
purchase the book

Description from Amazon

Additional Resources:
1. From the publisher
2. Instructor's guide
3. Watch the documentary!

Stop & Serve
After the book club discussion, join us in a service project with
the Lynn Sustainability Committee.
Lynn University's Sustainability Committee works to ensure that our campus
is greener and more sustainable. The committee works on a variety of
initiatives, including helping with Sustainability Day, ensuring the LEED
certifications in our newer buildings, and much more. The committee is led
by Dylan Kendrick, and it is composed of a variety of faculty and staff from
the Lynn community. For AY22-23, the Sustainability Committee is focusing
on a variety of efforts, including exploring better option for electric vehicle
charging stations, getting Lynn to attend the Advancement of Sustainability in
Higher Education conference, revamping Lynn's recycling initiatives, and
much more.

Image source: https://www.marineinitiative.org/

